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USG leaders planning for successful year
OPINION & EDITORIAL

CITY NEWS

CAMPUS SCENES

See who's running for president

Find out how well students mesh with the city

Explore issues of other colleges and universities

WENDY SUTO
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THE BG NEWS

The new Undergraduate
Student Government president
and vice president have some
major plans for revising and
altering the USG format for the
upcoming academic year.
Marcos Popovich, president,
and Rebecca Nielo, vice president, have been working diligently every week since the start
of the summer, with the hopes
of improving various USG
members duties and creating
better communication between
the students and the USG.
"We are trying to figure out
what worked last year and what
didn't work and improve upon
those ideas," Popovich said, "for
example, we do not want as
large a cabinet as last year."
To be effective, Popovich
and Nieto leel the cabinet
should consist of no more than
15 members. They will be giving
the members individual atten

tion as a means of getting to
know what their aspirations are
for the USG and the University.
"Wc would like to get everybody started on the same page
this year," Popovich said. "It
would be good to achieve better
communication between the
members, so that we can communicate well with
the
University students."
"We are also working to create new positions, redefine current cabinet responsibilities, and
revise our judicial branch,"
Nieto said.
Beginning this fall, USG will
enact a strong recruitment initiative for their executive
branch, to fill various senator
seats for the college and district
representatives.
"We are also seeking about
six students to be our organizational liaisons, in which they
will consistently attend various
organizations' meetings and
have a round-table discussion to
find out what issues arc current-

ly important to students," Nieto
said. "We have found that students want a strong USG presence at their meetings to show
we are concerned with whatever
they may be organizing."
A fall leadership retreat is
also in the works, in order to
maximize USG's efficiency and
improve all the branches of
USG.
USG plans to talk more
often with students about the
common issues they have, in
order to demonstrate how influential and powerful a student
government can be.
"It would be great for students to see USG as an effective
tool for change," Popovich said.
USG hopes to show the campus
community that they would be
more than happy to co-program
and co-sponsor various organizations' events throughout the
year.
"We are looking at a lot of
legislation that has already been
written, as well as our budget,"

Nieto said. "We want to see
where our spending will come
from and how much we have to
use this coming year."
They will also promote their
monthly newsletter, which will
be placed as an insert inside The
BG News. This will include a calendar of upcoming campus and
city events.
"That way everybody can
access the newsletter to see what
we are doing," Popovich said.
Nieto is an O-Reg assistant
and she hopes to enhance the
orientation experience for firstyear students.
"The first-year students have
been getting a lot more exposure
to student government early
on," Nieto said. "I've been hearing about their varied experiences, and many of them have a
high interest in community service."
Although Popovich has
mixed feelings about taking on
the role of USG president, he
has had very positive cxperi-
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ences so far.
"I'm really excited to be the
president and getting more student involvement," Popovich
said.

"It is difficult sometimes to
see myself in this position. I
want students to see me as a separate person from being the
USG president too."

UPAS gives potential BG
students second chance
Program helps students enter college
DEREK KREWEDL
derekkrrwcdl^hotmail.cofn
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Michael lehmkuhle
lynne Holland checks the homework of o student in het UNIV 100 class for Upward Bound students. The class was designed lo prepare students for college lilt

Summer program helps high-schoolers
become Aye-bound scholars
DEREK KREWEDL
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for those who think that
Bowling Green State University
is a quiet place during these dog
days of summer, there sure is a
lot that is going 00 that could
change
that
perception.
Whether it is the endless campus construction (or destruction) or the frequent academic
and athletic programs, BGSU is
hu-tling with summertime
activity.
One of those academic programs is Upward Bound, which
provides fundamental support
in participants in preparation
for college entrance and college
graduation.
"The best way to describe
Upward Bound is by our mislion statement: The CollegeAccess Programs of BGSU will
assist targeted low-income and
potential first-generation college students by providing educational services and activities
designed to increase secondary
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achievement and motivate post- Administration building and
secondary matriculation and Compton is serving as the
graduation,"
said
Bonita group's dorm.
Byron Burks, a first-year
Bembry, director of BGSU's
College Access Programs.
political science teacher in the
Upward Bound is federally program, said some of the stufunded by the U.S. Department dents choose to come back to
of Education. The program BGSU. "Five students from '96
serves high school students from are sophomores at BG."
One of those students is
low-income families and from
families in which neither parent Briana Wright, a sophomore
holds a bachelor's degree. fashion design major. "(Upward
Students arc recommended by a Bound) prepares you for college," she said. "It gives you an
guidance counselor or teacher.
To qualify for Upward opportunity to get scholarships
Bound, students must be from here and at other schools."
Upward Bound offers stuthe Toledo area.
"It's a great place; it's a fun dents a number of services,
learning opportunity," said including academic advising
Dennis Smith, a junior at Toledo and counseling, tutorial assisScott High School. Smith, who tance, financial aid advising, colwants to attend either UCLA or lege admission assistance,
the University of Cincinnati, ACT/SAT test preparation,
said Upward Bound will be ben- workshops for parents of particeficial in the future. "It will help ipants and exposure to cultural
me out in high school next year." and social academic programs.
According to Bembry, 53 It also offers individual instrucstudents are participating in tion, personal counseling and
Upward Bound this summer. mentoring programs, one-onClasses are held in the Business one features not always available
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in many public high schools.
Despite all those benefits,
Toledo Start High School
sophomore Anthony Gray
added one more: "Freedom
from home." Gray appreciates
the program's 6-week duration
and the annual road trip.
"It's something to do for the
summer,"
added
Edward
Pettaway Ir., a senior at Toledo
Rogers High School. "Last year
we went to New York. Wc are
going to Atlanta this year."
For more information on
Upward Bound and the
University's College Access
Programs, call (419) 372-2381
or
visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/TRIOcollege_acces
s_programs.
The Upward
Bound office is located at 37
College Park Office Bldg.

Bowling
Green
State
University is giving high schools
seniors another chance—at least
those who failed to qualify for
admission into the University
based on high school GPAs or
ACT scores.
The University Program for
Academic Success (UPAS) offers
the opportunity to get a head
start on a college education and
enroll in courses while receiving
special academic support and
assistance.
"Students that are here for
the summer are taking classes
that would prepare them for
fall," said Marcos Rivera, assistant director for academic
enhancement and coordinator
for UPAS. "Students who are
admitted to summer are students who may have had some
challenges in high school."
Students register for eight to
10 credit hours during the
eight-week summer term.
Classes include math and/or
English and at least one class
that fulfills the University's general education requirements.
During the summer UPAS
session, students are also
required to take a bridge experience class to help with the sizable adjustment from high
school to college. Springboard
(PSY 240B) is a series of personal development seminars that
pair participants with a personal coach. University Success
(UNIV 100) gives valuable and
practical information about

campus life at BGSU.
According to Rivera, the
summer pre-college program
has evolved over the past seven
or eight years into what is now
the UPAS program, which is in
its second year.
The success rate has been
impressive. During the first
eight weeks of last year's UPAS
program, students posted an
average GPA of 3.0. In addition
to the immediate academic benefits, they are more apt to be
comfortable with the University
environment and Bowling
Green once fall semester commences.
"They know how to navigate
the University," said Rivera. "We
found many students did very
well in the fall and that continued into the spring."
UPAS students sign a contract that promises commitment to working toward individual success. They must
schedule regular and frequent
appointments with advisers to
ensure continued focus.
According to Rivera, classes
taken in conjunction with the
UPAS program do count as college credit.
Students must achieve a 2.0
GPA after the eight-week summer term to be eligible for
admittance to the University for
fall semester.
For more information about
the UPAS program, contact the
Office
of
Academic
Enhancement at 101 University
Hall at (419) 372- 8943 or visit
www . bgsu.edu/offices/accn/.

'Oklahoma!' on campus
Performances
for
the
Bowling
Green
Summer
Musical Theater production of
"Oklahoma!" will be presented
at 8 p.m. luly 14, 15,21 and 22
in the Moore Musical Arts
Center at Bowling Green State
University.
Considered a landmark in
musical
theater
history,
"Oklahoma!" was the first of
nine Broadway shows Richard
Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein
II wrote together.

The story depicts the love
triangle with the lovely Laurey
Williams, the menacing lud Fry
and the sincere Curly McLain.
Tickets for the production
are priced at $8, $10 and $12.
For more ticket information,
contact the Moore Muscial Arts
Center box office at 372-8171 or
1-800-589-2224. The box office
is open from noon to 6 p.m.
weekdays and until 8:30 p.m. on
the evenings of the performances.
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Look out, Al - Barbie's running for prez
NEWS

fact that this doll could double
Al Gore's vote total hands-down
—but that would be more or
less stating the obvious.
Instead, I decided to ask
Barbie herself to debate Al Gore
and George W. Bush, Ir. to see if
her candidacy is indeed a "public awareness campaign," as the
official press release states, and
not a mere ploy on Mattel's part
to sell more Barbie dolls to overcome its $171 million firstquarter loss. Here are a few
excerpts from their debate
(Gore and Bush quotes were
taken
from
http://issues2000.org. Barbie got
a little help from yours truly.):
Mediator: Mr. Gore, Mr.
Bush, Barbie, would you defend
Taiwan if China initiated an
offensive?
Mr. Gore: "The last four presidents in both political parties
have purposely refrained from
spelling out the details of what
would trigger a direct military
action by the U.S. in the Taiwan
Straits."
Mr. Bush: "No. What the

typical Hillary Clinton-esque
blue business suit and even an
"enlightening" five-point platform for her term, has
announced her candidacy for
President of the United States.
But don't worry. She still has her
smile,
that
"I'm-fromCalifornia-and-I-think-lthought once" gleam in her
eyes, and that blonde "No-wait,
1-didn't-think-once — Ken-does
that-for-me" hair.
Oh, not to mention her
26DD chest.
Indeed, a revolutionary new
Barbie doll.
Now I could go on and on
about this new Barbie doll—
about her five-point platform
that stresses such issues as world
peace and animal kindness;
("Animals are our friends, too.
Barbie believes in kindness to all
creatures. All animals deserve
protection, care and a happy
life.") about Mattel's inane ability to contradict itself by selling
a blonde, leggy, large-breasted
doll that supposedly challenges
sexist stereotypes; or about the

I MS Campus. '000
Finally, a viable candidate for
president.
Time to send off your campaign donations.
unfurl your gaudv banners,
launch your China-made red,
white and blue fireworks.
Rejoice, my friends, for the
next Lincoln, the next Teddy, the
next FDR is ready to take over
the fledgling presidency.
That s right —you guessed it.
Barbie is running for president.
With the hopes of introducing girls around the nation to
politics, The White House
Project recently announced that
it will be working with Mattel
and Girls' Inc. to create a Barbie
doll that will challenge the sexism rampant in our contemporary political system.
This radically new doll, complete with short blond hair, a

Chinese need to assume is that if
they violate the One China
Policy, the longstanding One
China Policy, which has clearly
said that the United States
expects there to be a peaceful
resolution between China and
Taiwan, if they decide to use
force, the United States must
help Taiwan defend itself."
Barbie: "China is, like, sooo
expensive. Ken once bought me
a set of china dishes and I
dropped a plate and he, like,
freaked! He said the plate cost a
hundred bucks and I said, 'No
way!' and he said, 'Way!' and I
was, like, 'That's a lot." As for
Tie-on, I think some of my
clothes are made there. So, like,
if anyone tried to mess with
them I'd say 'Like, what's up!?'
and I'd tell them about this cute
pink pull-over that I bought last
summer and how those little
Tie-on people make it and how
they're, like, essential to my life."
Mediator: What are your
views on crime, punishment
and the death penalty?
Mr. Gore: 'It seemed |once]

that the struggle against crime
was insurmountable. But we
came up with an approach that
we applied steadily and relentlessly, and the problem has
yielded."
Mr. Bush: "1 support the
death penalty because I believe,
if administered swiftly and justly, capital punishment is a deterrent against future violence and
will save other innocent lives''
Barbie: "You know what's a
crime? Like, when I was in the
mall this girl in my biology class
was wearing a brown shirt and I
was like. 'Hello? It's April and
that's sooo October,' and everybody laughed. Not only that, but
it was real slutty, and her hair
was way skanked out. Seriously,
where were that girl's parents?
It's that whole Columbine thing
with the parents not being there
or something. You know what 1
mean? Like, my Mom always
calls me on my cell just to make
sure I'm not, like, wearing a
brown shirt or skanked out. She
helps me avoid social deesaster."

Mediator: What do you think
about Animal Kindness?
Mr. Gore: uhhh...
Mr. Bush: errr...
Barbie: "Like, 'yay, animals!' I
love to hug them, especially the
little puppies. Baby polar bears
and baby lions are, like, sooo
cute, too. But my favorites are
the white tigers. I want to get
one and dress it up in little baby
clothes and rock it to sleep. Like,
ooohhhh. I get goosc-bumpies
just thinking about it!"
Mediator: Thank you Mr.
Gore, Mr. Bush. Any last words,
Barbie?
Barbie: Go The White House
Project, Mattel and Girls' Inc.
for fighting sexy-ism in the government! Yeah! I also have a
message for the young girls out
there: Running for president,
like, isn't as hard as I thought.
Any girl can do it. All you have
to do is believe in yourself.
Oh, and let Ken do the talking.
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Copyright © 2000. The
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prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the
academic year and weekly
during the summer semester.

Letters to the Editor.
Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced
pages). These arc usually in
response to a current issue
on the BGSU campus or
Bowling Green area.
Guest Columns. Longer
pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest
Column or Letter, bring a
copy on a labeled disk
(Microsoft Word, Mac
compatible) to 210 West
Hall and leave it in the
Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send it on e-mail to
timlce'S'bgnet.bgsu.edu
and give it the subject,
"Letter to the Editor."
Also, you can check out
back issues of the Opinion
page on the Web at
wwrw.bgnews.com.

Opinions expressed in
columns and letters to the
editor are not necessarily
those of the student body,
faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials
are the opinion of the
Summer 2000 BG News
staff.
The BG News encourages
its readers to notify the
paper ot any errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the
Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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Student Activities undergoes overhaul, name change
Journalism class project helped determine new image, promotions for office
JfcKEMY

JOHNSTON
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THE BG NEWS
If you've been remotely
observant of your surroundings
here within the past year, then
you haven't failed to notice the
vast changes taken place on the
grounds of Bowling Green State
University.
We've seen the Student
Union shutdown, Prout Hall
reduced to a pile of scrap metal
and rubble, and monstrous
trenches dug all through campus. These permutations are
part
of
the
University's
grandiose scheme to not only
update and renovate the facilities but to credit itself as one of
the finest educational institutions in the country going into
the 21st century.
But the shedding of old skin
doesn't
stop
there.
The
University has also done away
with the Office of Student
Activities, upgrading the service
in hopes of attracting a larger
number of students to participate in on and off campus activities, calling this advancement
the
Office
of
Campus
Involvement.
"We began focusing more on
student involvement and to give
students and their families
insight into what is exactly going
on here at BGSU and what there

is to do," said Kevin Bailey, inter
im associate dean ol students.
"We took on much more, until
finally the name didn't fit."
The change in name came
about last
summer when
Student Activities reorganized
ill components and focuses to
include orientation. Welcome
Week, ,i parents and family pro
ject, leadership, community set
vice program-, state organized
services, and advising
support University Activities
Organization. They ai
expanding to help coordinate all
campus events, most notably
Homecoming (the students'
side), family Weekend, Sibs n
Kills Weekend, Black History

Month, and are helping to
1 lance Marathon.
It was then thai the foi
Office of Student Activities collaborated with the lournalism
project, The
was divided into four
ies, and proceeded 10 develop individual
plans based on new programs
.\u<\ a new philosophy ol
involve
"The ad agencies worked
independent!) and doing their
own research," Bailey said. "The
only task that the class did
together was the conducting ol a
campus surve) of what students
knew ol and thought about
I diversity organizations."
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One of ihe goals of Ihe JOUR 440 (lass project was lo find woys for the Saddlemire and
South Hall staffs of Ihe Office of Campus Involvement to work together more efficient
ly The two staffs will be housed in Ihe some office in the new Union.

Near the end of the class ses
sion, the four groups made presentations to the Student
Activities staff. One group recommended the title "Office ol
Campus Involvement.'' This
name was chosen for two reasons.
"One, because ol Ihe
'involvement,' tor involvement is
what we are striving to get trom
the students and we as an office
are becoming more involved. It
was tilting,'' Bailee said. "Two,
because ol the word 'campus,'
[bl we as .in organization are
expanding and reaching out to
broader audiences and to more
of the University."
With Students, parents, fain
ilies, and the campus now
involved, the department is
much more inclusive ol who
they serve, as opposed to iust
students, which is more excluded Bailey.
The question arises, though,
as to the importance of readjusting the format of the department's structure and the focus
of its objectives.
"All research shows that the
more students that we help
motivate to get involved in cam
pus organizations, the more
likely students are to be con
necled with the institution and
remain here to graduate,'' Bailey

"The change has given
us and ihe University
the ability and opportunity to coordinate with
the students and their
parents from the very
first week of a student's
enrollment to graduation."
KEVIN BAILEY
Auocidtt DMH of Stdfutl
said. "It's a simple concept, and
we provide ihosc opportunities.'
"The change has given us
and the University the ability
and opportunity to coordinate
with the students and their parents from the very lust week of a
Student's enrollment to graduation he said.
Maybe a student is shy and
timid and is looking for a means
to meet new people, or the student is bored of what he or she is
presently doing (or not doing),
or even if they are only curious
ol what organizations and programs the BGSU has to offer, all
they need to do is contact the
office of Campus Involvement.
And if there is an organization
that the office does not coordinate, such as c ircek Life, then the

if Campus Involvement
can refer the student to the
appropriate department.
"If you are looking for something to do outside of academics, class, work, or your regular
schedule, just give us a call or
drop us an e-mail. We will set
you up with something," said
Bailey.
The Office of Campus
Involvement is located at 204
South Hall, and can be contacted by calling 372-2343 or e-mail
at involvedtffibgnet.bgsu.edu.

MORE TO COME...
The BG News will follow the
continuing change efforts of
the Office of Campus
Involvement,
including
updates on campus events.

35,000 boosters and protesters prepare for
August's Democratic National Convention
ClIFRYL DEVALL
IMS CAMPUS

Next month, 35,00(1 delegates, journalists and guests will
descend on the still-new Staples
Center in I.os Angeles for the
Democratic
National
Convention.
Homeless activist Ted Hayes
says he'll be ready to welcome
those visitors to his downtown
neighborhood—with
prayer
vigils, candlelight marches and
the presentation of an agenda
"to eradicate what is happening
at the bottom of society.''
Hayes will be among the
potentially thousands of people
planning to challenge what they
call political business as usual
while the foregone presidential
nomination of Vice President AI
Gore unfolds inside the convention.
Beyond the heavily secured
Democratic meeting site, Hayes
is convening a national conference of homeless people and
their advocates. Conservative
skeptic Arianna Huffington is
hosting a shadow convention to
discuss
"campaign-finance
reform, the growing income gap
and the tailed war on drugs."
Constituents of the environ
mentalist Green Party and the
multi-issue
Direct
Action
Network also plan to converge
in Los Angeles in the days surrounding the Aug.
14-17
Democratic Convention.
Some intend to disrupt the
proceedings, as a loose coalition
tried to do at recent World Trade
Organization
and
World
Bank/International Monetary
Fund meetings in Seattle and
Washington, DC. Others don't
plan to get arrested or block
access but want only to remind
convention guests that not
everyone is happy with the
major party candidates.
"A lot of people are just tired
of choosing between the lesser
of two evils when voting for a
president," said Alii Starr of the
Direct Action Network and
Global
Exchange,
a
San
Francisco-based organization
dedicated to reordering the economic relationship between the

-

that represents
IV.
9,300
patrol officers is
seeking consecutive blocks of
time to protest
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"We're calling on
the president to
implement a
national Marshall
Plan, if you will,
focused on sheltering, employing
and providing
health care to
those who say
they're shut out
of the nation's
apparent economic
hoom."
TED HAYES
HemUii Atliviit

problems.
"LA. is not all Rampart. It's
noi all bad test scores in the
schools," Rodriguez said. "There
are good police officers. There
are islands of excellence in the
school system. We want to tell
that story, too."
Los Angeles, which hosted
its only previous major party
convention in I960, is also eager
to follow the example of
Chicago, which polished its
image lour years ago with a
smoothly executed Democratic
National Convention. That convention also designated a protest
platform outside the official
proceedings.
Rodriguez.
echoes
the
I API »'s assertion that everyone's
rights will be respected during
the convention.
She
listed
the
social
upheavals, earthquakes, fires
and other catastrophes that have
befallen the city since its last
showcase event—the peaceful
and profitable 1984 Olympics—
then said with a laugh, "If there's
any silver lining to L.A.'s being
the disaster capital of the world,
it's that we know how to do
this."
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City resident/student relations have improved
Mayorfeels the residents do not generally discriminate against college students
PETE STELLA

pMellj^'hgnci bgtu cdu
THE BG NEWS

In Bowling Green, while the
University students and the city
residents share commonalities
among their favorite activities.
these two groups often hold
stereotypes and preconceived
notions of each other.
Residents and students both
enjoy the bar scene, a plethora of
restaurants, sporting events and
movies. Their interaction happens on a daily basis but sometimes mixes like oil and water.
Adam Pavlovich, a senior
health and human services
major, enjoys BG but doesn't
like some of the stereotypes residents or "townies," as many students so typically call them, have
of college students.
"Some of the people ISICM I
ate college students with drunkenness, poor driving and loud

music," he said. "Some of the
residents act as if since we have
not established ourselves in the
real world yet, that we are not as
educated as they are."
lohn Quinn, the mayor of
Bowling Green, wants all students to feel welcome in the city.
He recently attended pre-registration to talk to parents and
incoming freshmen and didn't
tell people who he was unless
they asked.
"I talked to them and dis
cussed the transition from high
school to college," he said. "I
want the students to get the
message across that they arc just
as important as the residents in
town."
Despite the sometimes sour
conversations and inappropriate
actions between students and
city residents, Quinn feels that
the residents don't discriminate
about the age groups of stu-

dents.
"Most of the people are just
complaining about the loud
parties or the rudeness," he said.
"Hut they would be complaining
if the people that were having
the party were 50, not just if they
are 20 or 21. And a lot of the
people that complain are the
ones that are there to serve and
look out for their well being."
Uptown/Downtown
and
Finders music are two of the
most successful businesses in
downtown Bowling Green. Both
places of businesses receive
income from students and residents for their services.
Leslie Kaminski has worked
at Finders since January and
thinks their location is convenient for everyone and only sees
minimal problems in the store
from people.
"It is helpful to have a music
store close for everyone because

all people listen to music," she
said. "It is also helpful for our
business. And only once in a
while do we have a problem with
people, some students, some
residents."
Kaminski said they may
want to know where a particular
CD is and if they don't have it,
sometimes they get mad as if
they produced the CD.
Jeff Hobbie, who has owned
Uptown/Downtown for 21
years, appreciates the business
and feels BG is unique for their
bar scene. He also believes that
most problems come from the
out-of-town visitors.
"We appreciate the college
and town business and the people mix a lot more than they
used to," he said. "At Downtown,
there are a lot of townies in the
bar earlier and the college students come out later."
"Since BG's club scene is

unique, we attract a lot ol people
from Fremont, Findlay and
other surrounding communities," he said. "They are the people, the ones who don't live lure.
who look to cause trouble, who
give us problems."
lonna Schall, .1 senior business major, has lived in BG her
entire life and has the advantage
of being both a student and a
townie. She feels the businesses
in BG are grateful for the students' money and doesn't Me
discrimination by residents
toward students.
"They |the stores] recognize
the business from the students
and appreciate it," she said. "The
residents enjoy the students
company except when things get
out of hand."
Schall also feels that she is
very comfortable with her sur
roundings and knows things
about BG some students might

not know.
"I

know everything this

tms n has to offer and most college students don't know what
all is available," she said. "On the
other hand, it's BG."
"I have had fun here and
learned a lot about people in my
time here," Pavlovich said.
No town is perfect, especially a college town where students
and

residents

interact.

But

according to Hobbie, the interaction has gotten much better.
"In a town like BG, you are
going to have students and residents in the same area," he said.
"And over the years, each group
has gotten more comfortable
with each other. We don't have
many problems with the two
groups confronting each other."
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HEAD DOCTORS — The Brain Surgeons, a group thai hos written songs for Melallica, will give a live performance ol Howard's Club H
on Thursday, July 20, lime TBA.

WELCOME FRESHMEN!

SPACE SAVERS Inc.
LOFT RENTALS
PRE-REG SPECIAL
419-352-5475
Plan 1

MM

University
Bookstore
(In the Sachlleniire Student Services Building)
conveniently located on campus

offer expires 7/30/00

3.1 CU
1.5 CU

Large Selection of BGSU Clothing
• Special Order Book Service
• Children's Books
• Best Sellers
• Paperbacks
• Computer Software & Supplies
• Magazines
• Calculators
• BGSU Clothing
• Art & School Supplies
• Film & Developing
charge
• Greeting Cards
• Health & Beauty Aids
MasterCard
• Gifts

Store Hours:
Phone: 372-2851

L

Loft
$95.00
Set-up
$25.00
Take down ...FREE
Subtotal
$120.00
Tax
$7.20
Total
$127.20

Refrigerator Rental

USED & NEW
TEXTBOOKS

7:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday
Closed Saturday & Sunday

405 Thurstin Av.
Bowling Green

$55.00+Tax
$35.00+Tax

WELCOME!

Pre - Reg. Students & Parents
Collegiate Connection
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Hats
Coffee Mugs
Jewelry
BGSU A
PARENTN

Glassware
Window Stickers
Checkbook Covers
ID Covers
Pens

Pencils
Fleeceware
Windbreakers
Jackets
Squeeze Bottles

Get
10% off
any one BGSU Item
Expires 7/31/00

fiSJ^i

531 Ridge Street Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

J

(419)352-8333
Across from Mac West
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THE SKY'S THE UMIT
Sky Bar is the latest
incarnation of the
dub that was formerly
Stardust and Gargoyles.
With drink specials
and special events,
it has high hopes
to be downtown's
newest hotspot.

BG NEWS PHOTO/
MICHAEL LEHMKUHU

MxSoef lehrmuWe

PROGRESS — As more phases of the the Heriloge 2000 project hove been completed,
the downtown oreo hos become more occessible (Above) Work crews hove laid cement
walkways ond curbs. (Left) Six weeks ogo. the sidewalks in front of businesses were
removed
This week, sidewalks will continue to be poured on North Main in the area between fast
Oak Sheet ond Ridge Street During the loiter part of the week, crews may begin to place
orick pavers in the sidewolk area
Electric crews will continue to work in the east-west alley lhat is located east of the police
station. Isolated closures may occur in this oreo
According to a statement fiom the Bowling Green municipal administrator no street closures are anticipated for this week

Day Trip to the
Ann Arbor Art Show

Summer Hours
Monday - Friday 7om-5pm
Saturday 7am-3pm
Sunday 9am-3pm

vAAAAAAAAA*
,<TTTTTTTT>,
Monday

Monday Musicians

Outside Soddemre
12O0- !pm

522 E. Wooster St.

July 17. 2000

354-0011

FREE DELIVERY

>TTTTTTTTT<

DOWNTOWN
APARTMENTS
114 S. MAIN ST.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Gre^
American*

One Bedroom, above Wizard Graphic
Laundry facilities & extra storage area
FREE water & sower
Resident pays electric/heat
Air conditioned
Cat permitted w/ references
One 3 month parking permit per apartment

Art

128_W^WQQSTEiflSIJtA

Multiples of the Sixties
June 2-August 13,2000

• Unfinished efficiency above China Village
• FREE water & sewer
• Resident pays eleclric/heat only
• Cat permitted w references
• One 3 month parking permit per apartment

July 14

134 E. WOOSTER ST. #B
• One Bedroom unlirnished.
above downtown business
• Large rooms
• Resident pays ail utilities
• Slop h\ lor price vheck on all listings

352-5620
u w w.newlov crealtv.com

NEWIWE
Rentals

•

fS>

332 S. Main

*£=

(Our onh office)

Departing from Hanna parking lot at 8:00am
and return at 7:00pm

Office of Campus Involvment • 372 2343

rvec t-u nV j\> Jer t .t-.on % The Of f>ce of Campus tivcJwnen*
j j valid only at BO Slcr» I coupon of
| | customer limil 1 mtrt coupon
I I EXPIRES August 31. 2000

Sign up In July 15.2000

1*0 sign up tor this activity come bj 204 South Hall
for information call the

Buy 1 Sandwich
! 3 Bagels & '/4 Pound
& Regular Drink.
of Cream Cheese
get your next sandwich
terTl.99
for 1 Penny

VaWJ onN ^80 Sire l coupon u«f
cusiww Liml 1 *>"• coupe
EXPIRES August 31 7000

Free Admissions • July lu,2000

Pop the Cork
7 *> M.. Green Room
$18 members. $25 Nonmembers
Celebrate theeffeivescent 60s with a
variety of sparkling wines to tickle your
tastebuds Sample a variety of cheeses,
breads, aackers. and fruits to complement
the bubblies Bennett from Cutting Edge
Selections will be leading the way with
important information about these
wines. Call for reservations 419-473-2000
or 888 234-5678 Space limited

Tuefday-Ihutuliy to A M-4 *» .'no . v
Satutdiy to >M -4PU. Sunday n** s
Closed Monday*
419->$S-8oOO 'or more informal on • www toledomulfuti 0<g
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CONSUMER WATCH
Creating new designs for your money for added
security, helps prevent counterfeiting techniques
The Department of the
Treasury's Bureau of Engraving
and Printing (BEP) is responsible for producing the new series
currency, which, like other
United States currency, is issued
through the Federal Reserve
System.
The new features found in
the Series 1996 $20, $50 and
$100 notes were selected after
extensive testing and evaluation
of approximately 120 bank note
security devices, many of which
are used successfully by other
countries with lower production
and circulation demands.
Other pre-existing security
features, such as the security

thread and microprinting, are
included in the new notes and
have changed only slightly.
In December 1993, the
National Research Council
(NRC),
funded
by
the
Department of the Treasury,
published Counterfeit Deterrent
Features
for
the
Next
Generation Currency Design.
This report analyzed and recommended overt counterfeit
deterrent features that could be
incorporated into a redesign of
U.S. banknotes.
The developmental costs for
the new series were $265,376 to
fund the NRC study, and
approximately $500,000 to pur-

chase test quantities of features
and carry out internal BEP
analyses.

New Security Features
Watermark—The

water-

help people with visual impairments identity the note.
Low- Vision Feature—The
Series 19% $20 and $50 notes
have a large dark numeral on a
light background on the lower
right corner of the back. This
numeral, which represents the

changes to black when the note
is tilted.
Fine-Line
Printing
Patterns—This type of line
structure appears normal to the
human eye but is difficult for
current copying and scanning
equipment to resolve properly.

SOi—0

Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater presents
rodgers & hammerstein's

Oklahoma!
July 14,15,21 & 22 • September 8 & 9
All performances at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall • Moore Musical Arts Center • BGSU
Tickets S8, SI 0 & St 2 • Box office open weekdays, noon to 6 p.m.
For ticket Information call (at 9) 372-8171 or (800) 589-2224
A Universitv/tomrminlty Production • Presented by the College of Musical Arts

CHECK OUT OUR NEW LOVE BOUTIQUE AND BYOB LOUNGE!

[SHOWGIRL SPCCTACUUIfl

mark is formed by varying The lines are found behind the
paper density in a small area portrait on the front and around
during
the
papermaking the historic building on the
process. The image is visible as back.
Enlarged
Off-Center
darker and lighter areas when
held up to the light. Since the Portraits—The larger portrait
watermark does not copy on can incorporate more detail,
color copiers or scanners, it making it easier to recognize
makes it harder to use lower and more difficult to counterdenomination paper to print feit. It also provides an easy way
counterfeit notes in higher for the public to distinguish the
denominations and is a good new design from the old. The
way to authenticate the note. It portrait is shifted off center to
depicts the same historical fig- provide room for a watermark
and unique "lanes" for the secuure as the engraved portrait.
Color-Shifting Inks—These rity thread in each denominainks, used in the numeral on the tion.
The slight relocation also
lower right corner of the face of
the note, change color when the reduces wear on most of the
note is viewed from different portrait by removing it from the
angles. The ink appears green center, which is frequently foldwhen viewed directly and ed. The increased image si/e can

denomination, helps people
with low vision, senior citizens
and others as well because it is
easier to read. Also, a machinereadable feature has been incorporated for the blind. It will
facilitate development of convenient scanning devices that
could identify the note as a $20.
Pre-Existing Security
Features
Security Thread—A security thread is a thin thread or ribbon running through a bank
note substrate. All 1990 series
and later notes, except the SI,
include this feature. In addition,
the threads of the new $20 and
new $50 have graphics in addition to the printed denomina-

tion.
The denomination number
appears in the star field of the
flag printed on the thread. The
thread in the new notes glows
when held under a long-wave
ultraviolet light.
Since it is visible in transmitted light, but not in reflected
light, the thread is difficult to
copy with a color copier which
uses reflected light to generate
an image. Using a unique thread
position for each denomination
guards against certain counterfeit techniques, such as bleaching ink off a lower denomination and using the paper to
"reprint" the bill as a higher
value note.
Microprinting—This print
appears as a thin line to the
naked eye, but the lettering easily can be read using a low-power
magnifier. The resolution of
most current copiers is not sufficient to copy such fine print. On
the $50 notes, microprinting
appears on the side borders and
in Ulysses Grant's collar.
On the $100 notes, microprinting appears in the lower left
corner numeral and on
Benjamin
Franklin's coat. In 1990, 1993
and 1995 series notes, "The
United States of America" is
printed repeatedly in a line outside the portrait frame.

LEGEND
1-Portrait
2-Concentric fine lines
3-Security thread
4-Watermark
5-Color shifting ink
6-Low-vision
feature
7-Microprinting
8-Federal reserve
indicators
9-Serial numbers

LOCALS JULY 12TH • FINALS JULY 26TH

MON- ELECTRONIC/TECHNO NIGHT • TUE-2F0R1
DANCES • WED- AMATEUR NIGHT • THU- BED DANCES
FRI-SHOWER SHOWS • SAT-COUPLES NIGHT

CHRRITV

enn wnsH

JULY 29TH 11AM-3PM

lrJ;r«;;HlHJii!ll!IH;Ml
RESTRICTIONS MAY APW.Y ExP -731/00

PARENTS & STUDENTS:
Did you know
UPS offers an

EARN & LEARN
program?

WC79 WWW.0EJAVU.COM

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
505 CLOUGH -CAMPUS MANOR
Two Bedroom, Furnished, One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year- Two Person Rate- S610 00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S540.00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiency
Full Bath, School Year -One Person Rate- S350.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $320.00
720 SECOND-One Bedroom, Furnished
Full Bath, Large Units
School Year -One Person Rate- S405.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
810 & 815 FOURTH -One Bedroom, Furnished
Full Bath
School Year -One Person Kate- $400.00
One Year - One Person Rate - £360.00
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, Furnished
One Bath, Vanity in Flail
School Year -Two Person Rate- S535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedrooms, Furnished
2 Baths
School Year- Two Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $425.00

BGSU students are
eligible up to

$23,000
Tuition Assistance for
their college career!
* beginning the first day of employment!

UPS Earn & Learn is designed for you, the student. Many students
rely on part-time employment to help defray the cost of their college
education. Others work for extra spending cash, and take advantage
of our Education Assistance. Whatever the motivation, the UPS Earn
& Leam program provides the means for students to achieve their
higher education goals by providing up to $23,000 Tuition Assistance.

Package Handlers
Gain valuable leadership skills and practical business skills. Earn great
pay and receive extensive benefits that exceed what many companies
offer even full-time employees.

HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET:
Great starting pay of $8.50-$9.50/hour with
annual raises
Weekly paycheck
$3,000 per year in Education Assistance
ConSern' Student Loan Payback Program
Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours a day
Set shift schedules
NO WEEKENDS or holidays
401 (k) and Stock Purchase Plan
Paid medical/life insurance

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. WooSter Street, across from Taco Bell

Paid vacations and holidays
Advancement opportunity

Call TODAY! (419) 891 -6820
or visit www.upsjobs.com
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HEALTH WATCH
Government intervention has cigar smokers fuming
DEREK

W.

WAN

T

MS CAMPUS

Cigar boxes will soon be
adorned wilh a new federal label
that warns smokers of health
hazards. The nation's largest
cigar companies have agreed to
include the labels on packaging
and in advertising, according to
the Federal Trade Commission
and the U.S. surgeon general.
New labels will be bigger and
bolder than those found on the
sides of cigarette packages and
older cigar boxes.
"It feels like King George is
here," said Pat Godinez, a
Treasury Department employee.
"It's a natural leaf. What if a few
people die? I don't want to live
120 lives. It's a solution to overpopulation."
Godinez, 45, who has been
smoking cigars for four years,
said that cigar smokers do not
want to offend anyone. Smokers
are concerned about other people's health, and would be happy
to put out a cigar if asked, she
said.
National
Cancer
The
Institute in 1998 reported an
in cigar smoking
among a segments of the population, particularly among
young adults, teens and women.
The report concluded that
daily cigar smoking causes cancers of the lip, tongue, mouth,

throat, larynx, esophagus and
lung, and also causes other lung
and coronary heart diseases.
"To those individuals who
may be thinking about smoking
cigars, our advice is — don't,"
said Dr. Richard D. Klausner,
director of the institute. "To
those currently smoking cigars,
quitting is the only way to eliminate completely the cancer,
heart and lung disease risks."
The survey data indicated
that most cigar connoisseurs
smoke
only
occasionally.
Because cigar smoking only
recently became popular, the
surgeon general is concerned
that some smokers will become
more frequent users, increasing
the potential for addiction.
In 1998, the American
Cancer Society reported that
consumption of large cigars had
soared 70 percent since 1993,
and sales of premium cigars had
increased 250 percent during
that time.
The Aroma Tobacco Shop &
Lounge in Washington, D.C.,
has a small but loyal base of customers who smoke cigars there
routinely.
Manager
Eric
Anderson says his customers
generally are in their 40s and
50s; he considers cigar smoking
"a phase that's been trailing off."
Damon Thompson, communications director in the U.S.

Office of Public Health and
Science, said there is a perception that cigarettes have warning
labels and cigars aren't harmful.
"We are in the business to
find these labels, and we were
hard-pressed to find them,"
Thompson said. He pointed to a
bright red cigar box with a
warning label in fine black print
that was difficult to find.
Under
the
agreement
between the cigar companies
and the FTC, the warning statements must appear in black
print on a solid white background.
"Requiring health warnings
on the packaging and advertising of cigars represents a positive and very important contribution to our efforts to educate
Americans about the nation's
leading cause of premature
death and preventable illness,"
said David Satcher, U.S. surgeon
general.
In advertising, warning
statements must be centered in a
black-ruled rectangular box. For
cigar packages, warnings must
appear on the principal display
panel in the most noticeable
location. For most cigar boxes,
warnings will appear on the top
or front panel of the package.
Britt Meyer, director of
operations at the popular
Shelley's Backroom, said "(Cigar

smokers) look at it as another
intrusion on their life. People
who are going to do it are going
to do it. I think (the FTC) is trying to legislate morality."
About 50 percent of Shelley's
1,500 customers each week are
smokers. Along the entranceway
are 99 private cigar boxes, each
carefully maintained with the
proper temperature and humidity. Talk-radio icon Rush
Limbaugh,
ex-Washington
Redskin Brian Mitchell and
movie director Francis Coppola
are among the many who store
their cigars in the restaurant's
boxes.
At Signature Cigars in suburban Rockville, Md., "70 percent to 80 percent of our customers are 30 years of age or
older," said store manager
Dennis Zapp. "They are well
aware of the health hazards, and
they made this choice. It doesn't
seem to affect them. We are educated people. We read the pros
and cons of what we're doing.
There's too much government
involved telling us what we can
or cannot do."
"A lot of our cigars are
unwrapped," Zapp continued. "I
don't know what they'll do on
that yet. I don't think it'll affect
anything in terms of our business. It's another little hurtle —
how they are going to label

everything."
The nation's seven largest
companies, which comprise
about 95 percent of the U.S.
cigar market, are Swisher
International Inc., Consolidated
Cigar Corp., Havatampa Inc.,
General Cigar Holdings Inc.,
John Middleton Inc., Lane
Limited Inc. and Swedish Match
North America Inc. These companies have agreed to include
warning labels in their advertis
ing and on their packages.
Notable cigar connoisseurs
have included Bill Clinton;
Walter
Mondale;
former
Speakers lim Wright and Tip
O'Neill; Sen. Robert Byrd, DW.Va.; Al
Haig;
Marlin
Fitzwater; lustices Clarence
Thomas, Antonin Scalia and
William Rehnquist; Rep. Henry
Hyde, R-Ill.; and former
Presidents lohn F. Kennedy,
Lyndon Johnson and Richard
Nixon.
The agreements will be subject to public comment until
July 26, after which the commission will decide whether to
make them final.
"Although I am pleased with
the FTC's action, I also strongly
support stricter legislative
requirements for tobacco health
warnings in general," Satcher
said.

the health hazards, and
they wade this choke.
We read the pros and
cons of what we're
doing. There's too much
government involved
telling us what we can
or cannot do."
DENNIS ZAPP
Signature Ggor 1 store I

St Mark's
Lutheran Church

Church
Directory

II

"They are well aware of

We invite you into
our church family

-Crf-r-O-d.

Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11.00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.

Pastor Dale Schaefer
Visit the L.O.F.T. A ministry for students
315 S. College Drive
3 Blocks South ot Campus
419-353-9305
email: stmarkbg@wcnet.org
ELCA -- The Welcome Place"

I I | I COMMUNTrYo/'CHRIST
^_^ LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER
1124 E. WoosterSt.

352-5101

Sunday Traditional Worship

I Church of the Nazarene

WELCOME
STUDENTS

Multiple Morning Worship Services
6 p.m. Service
Sunday School lor all ages
University Power Hour: 12 Noon

Looking for a traditional Lutheran Service?
Come to Abiding Word Lutheran Church (ELS)
(In association with WELS)

Web Site: http://www.bgnazarene.org
Email Address
pastorscott@bgnazarene.org
1269 Conneaut Ave. BG, OH
352-2289

Sunday School and

Contemporary Worship
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

17202 N. Mercer Rd.
Call 353-9013 for Information

S3$l

n Church h
10:00 am
11:00 am- 12:00 pm
Christian Education For All Ages
• Music • Nursery • Care •

I

i UOIUI David
Pastor
"uviu Cook
wvsun Young
luuiivj
, .
126 S. Church, Bowling Green
352-5176
\

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
God loves you and has an answer/or your life.
9:30 am Sunday School classes for all ages
(including College and Career Class}
10:30 am Morning Worship
6:00 pm Evening Fellowship Hour
7:00 pm Wednesday Evening Bible Study & Prayer
Anytime! Come & Talk
749 South Wimergarden Road Pastor David K r.iihpj
■
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
ii9
■■
Irjz

St. Thomas More
University Church
5:00p.m. Saturday; 10:00a.m. Sunday
School Year Times:
11:30a.m., 7:00p.m. Sunday

| •

tS^w

Tolado Zoo

w

•;.- *\;ww %: -.'/ -.V -..-, -1

\ow SIIOUIM.

?000 Dining Services
Operating Hours

Kr*isch«r Sundial Food Court
Breakfast: 7 am - 10 am
Lunch: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Dinner: 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
jury 10- 16

>?

OLEDO

-3

^PS^, July 28,2000
^-^ Sign up by July 23,2000
Departing from Hanna parking lot at 8:00am
and return at 5:00pm
To sign up for this activity come by 204 South Hall
for information call the
i
Office of Campus Involvment • 372,-2343

J«iy 17
July 18-22
July 23
July 24 - 27
July 28
Jury 29
Jury 30
Jury 31 - August 3
August 4

Open for
Open for
CkAd
Open for
Open for
Open for
Closed
Open for
Open for
Open for

Breakfast, Lunch. & Dinner
Breakfast A Lunch only
Dinner only
Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner
Breakfast & Lunch only
Dinner only
Breakfast. Lunch. A Dinner
Breakfast & Lunch only

** Thursday, July 27
ruix.'rc

1-MRITI

MADONNA

IHENEXT

BESTING

Founders Keepers t Food Court Hours
July 10 -August 4
Mondays - Fridays
Food Court 7 am - 6:30 pm
Coffee Shop 7 am - I pm
Saturdays & Sundays

Food Court 7 am - 6:30 pm
Coffee Shop "Closed

w»« ntxtbcstthiflglmtvic.com

bhy
:

HI Olscamp
8:00 p.m.
******

12,2000
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CAMPUS SCENES
NJ. governor signs bill requiring sprinklers in dorms
MAIIHIU MI

GUIW

IMS CAMPUS

Spurred by ihe lanuary
dorm fire al Scum Hall
University thai killed three
freshmen and inn
dents, New lersev I .ov. I lu istnuWhitman signed legislation that
will require the State's public
and private colleges In install tire
sprinklers in all dorms within
four years.
The law also includes :
nity and sorority house, regardless of whether the buildings are
owned by colleges.
As part "I the law, $90 million will be set aside I

interest-he loans 10 public and
private colleges u> help pay lot
ihe >piuiklcr systems. Boarding
schools and military academies
will have I.i repay loans ,11 2 percent int<
\ stud) Inne in I'ebri;.
the New lersey Education
es Authority found thai
.it 51,913 beds in state and priolleges, fire sprinklers did
mil prolccl .*(>.(■-.* ol the beds.
Installing sprinkler systems ovei
the unprotected beds would sosi
about sx^ million, the study
estimated.
Scion Hall intends to have
all of iis university housing

Former student sentenced In
beating death after 'consensual
sex
MATTHEW MCGUIRE

TMS CAMPUS

A former Hudson Valley
Community College student
will be sentenced to 12 years in
prison under the terms of a plea
bargain that charges the 21year-old man with first-degree
manslaughter.
David R. Linen, the former
star of his upstate New York
high school football team, could
haw faced 25 years to life under
the initial second-degree murder charge. He must now serve
at least 10 years of his 12-year
prison sentence, of which he has
already served 1-1 months.
Linen was convicted of beating
42-year-old
Robert
Carpenter to death behind a
bowling alley just after J:30 a.m.
May 10, 1999, said Albany
County Chief Assistant District
Attorney Lawrence P. VViest.
The two had been long-lime

family friends and had spent the
da) ai a family party and ended
up drinking at a bar. After the
bar closed, the two went across
the street to where the murder
took place, VViest said.
The defense said Linen used
physical force to ward of sexual
advances from Carpenter, who
was known to be HIV positive
and had a history of violence.
Medical records subpoenaed
during the irial confirmed that
Carpenter was infected with
HIV.
After "a brief interlude ol
consensual sex" Linen beat
i jrpenter to death, VViest said.
DNA tests later matched semen
found in Carpenter's mouth to
Linen, Wiest said.
After the murder, Linen
went lo a friend's house, where
he stayed the night and was
questioned and arrested by
police in the afternoon.

ma) -oon be
enacted or, a
national level.
Senate
idering
two bills that
would add lo
lire safet) on
c. 111 e i:e
cam

equipped with sprinklers by the
end of August, and many other
school haw begun to install svsicnis since the February study,
said 1* I \ Executive Director
Victoi i antillo.
Following Ihe Scion Hall
lire, ihe siaie's Fire Safety
:i inspected state college
and university campuses and
found approximately 4,000 violations in February, said the
state's Directoi ol Fire Safety Bill
( ane Schools were warned that
stale funds would be withheld il
schools didn't shape up and
roughly a month later inspectors
found about 200 violations,

l'l,scsIn February,
the U.S Senate
introduced the
College
Fire
Prevention Act,
ulucii would provide loans to
colleges and universities to
install sprinkler systems m uni•*» -

New lersey is .me ol a few
-laics taking such protective

r

actions, .\;\J similar measures

versity housing, along with fralernity and sorority housing.
The lire Safe Dorm Act,
introduced in March, would
require colleges and universities
in disclose information about
dorm tires to students and their
parents. Ihe bill is similar to the
Campus Security Act, which
requires colleges and universities

participating

in

federal

financial aid programs lo report
siimes lo parents and students.
both bills have been referred
I.I

senate committees,

Court says U. can be held liable for actor's stabbing
MAI

miw Mt <.i IR1
TMS CAMPUS

Texas A&M University at
Galveston can be held liable foi
the accidental slabbing ol a student during a 1994 drama club
performance of "Dracula," the
Supreme Court of Texas ruled
lasi week. The court reversed a
decision by an appeals court, lo
which the case now returns foi
further ruling.
Paul A. Bishop, who played
ihe part ofVlad the Impaler, was
slabbed during the final scene
when a fellow student actor
missed the protective slab pad
attached to bishop's chest. The
Howie knife penetrated bishop's

chest and punctured his lung.
forcing him to spend eight days
in ihe hospital.
Bishops lawsuit alleges thai
ihe university is responsible foi
his injury because of the negligence ol Michael Wonio, the
ir, Inane Wonio, who
assisted with props and the
choreography ol the fight
and two faculty advisors,
Stephen t uily and Melanie
Lasko. 1 he suit cites a university
ban
on
deadl)
weapons
houl the campus, ami it
ihat the Wbnios were
negligent in using a real knife
and ihe faculty advisors were
negligent in not ensuring ihe

university
polices
were
enforced.
Initially, a mrv found the
four named in the suit vs.
university employees and
were negligent, and awarded
bishop (250,000, However, .\n
appeals court reversed ii
sion staling Ihe Wonio
independent contractors ami
ihe professors were volunteers,
despite being on the university's
payroll..
The recent supreme court
ruling overturned the lower
court's decision .inA louml that
the lour named in ihe suit were
acting as university employees
ami were negligent. The case

returns to the appeals court,
where issues deemed irrelevant
in iis previous decision will be
reconsidered.
In addition to ihe university,
bishop separately sued Michael
Wonio, and his wife, Diane
Wonio. The couple settled with
bishop for $100,000 before the
trial began, said Richard Hogan,
a lawyer representing bishop.
Bishop continued his studies
at the university and graduated
with ''it undergraduate degree
in maritime systems engineering.

www.bgnews.com
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SEND MOM
FLOWERS

We're at your /
service ...
• Fax Service

• Western Union
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Postage Stamps
Express Shipping
Money Orders
Copier Service
Ticketmaster
Video Rentals
Fifth Third Bank

L*J_J
:j|;i|!lO

Look no further,
you can do it
from Kroger

- Sat. 8 am - 9 pm Sunday 9 am - 5 pm
Pharmacy Phone: 353-5216

Don't *
et HieN
study food!

Cleaning
Supplies...
• Paper Towels
• Cleaners
•Sponges
•Mops & Brooms
• and more!

Kroger Pharmacy
'Offers
Great Values
Pharmacy Hours:

»p

«

iO^

•Soda Pop
• Potato Chips
•Pizza
•Subs/Sandwiches
•Crackers

• Cheese
• Ice Cream
• Cookies
• Fried Chicken
• Salad Bar

PICK UP YOUR
SHAMPOO AND
OTHER HEALTH
AND BEAUTY CARE
PRODUCTS INCLUDING
COSMETICS AT YOUR
TOTAL VALUE LEADER

©2000 Hi. Krogei Co

1094 N. Main Street • Bowling Green • Open 24 Hours
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EDUCATION WATCH
Computer whiz-kids leapfrog over college
Company recruiting high-tech high-schoolers, training them in place ofcollege education
MF.C MCSHERRY BRESLIN

IMS CAMPUS

Teachers warned Chuck
• Forman thai he'd be throwing
his life away if he didn't go to
college.
Now look at him: He's 20
years old and sitting around all
day in his baseball cap, T-shirt
and shorts, surrounded by a
pool table, dartboards and video
games.
And making about $50,000 a
year. Plus stock options.
After plunging into a hightech job right out of high school,
he's an art director arid programmer for a start-up package
delivery company with North
Side offices so hip that they have
a pool table.
Forman's story may seem
unlikely to parents convinced
that a college degree is the best
predictor of financial success,
but his cast isn't an anomaly.
F.ducators are watching a growing number of promising teens
walk out of high school and
plunge 'directly into high-tech
jobs, skipping college altogether.
To feed the demand for
workers, computer companies
are setting up shop in secondary
schools around the country,
teaching students to design,
build and maintain their computer networks. Networking
Academies, which is run by
Cisco Systems, a computer networking giant, is in 3,700 locations around the world, including more than 70 high schools in
Illinois.
Like promising high school
athletes, some of the best students in these programs are
being heavily recruited by companies hungry for computersavvy employees.
The trend has some concerned that students will rob
themselves of a valuable college
experience in exchange for a
high-paying job.

On the other side arc Cisco
leaders and teachers who argue
that the old rules no longer
apply. After all, they say, some of
the biggest success stories in the
high-tech world never finished
college — among them
Microsoft's Bill Gates and
Oracle's Larry Ellison, now the
two richest people in the world,
according to a recent Fortune
maga/.ine survey.
Ricardo Tostado, a policy
analyst with the Illinois State
Board of Education, says plenty
of educators worry what Cisco
will do to toe college-bound student.
"That's one of the biggest
questions I've had," Tostado
said. "It's one of the biggest controversies about the Cisco program: Are you getting good kids
who would have good careers in
higher education and go on to
become doctors and lawyers,
and all of the sudden, they're
going to become computer
techies!"
Based on conversations with
high school leaders across the
state, Tostado believes the concerns are unfounded, at least for
now. He figures that most students in the Cisco program
weren't college-bound anyway
and that the program opens up
lucrative careers to a broad
range of students, including
seniors from high poverty areas
now taking Cisco classes
through the Chicago Public
Schools.
Tostado concedes that in
some cases college-bound students may opt against higher
education if school counselors
aren't dear about the potential
limitations of life without a college diploma.
Some
higher-education
leaders believe students are
being misled into thinking college isn't worth the lime.
John Petrik, director of

career services for DeVry
Institute of Technology, cites
studies showing that people
with college degrees earn more
money over time than high
school graduates.
"These people who go to certification classes can probably
find a job in their specific niche,
but they may not have the
breadth they need to move up,"
Petrik said. "Employers prefer
someone who has a degree.
College is an investment in lime
and money, but it does pay off in
that they'll be more likely to
cam a higher salary over a lifelime."
After four semesters in the
program, students who pass the
Cisco test become certified network administrators. Company
officials estimate they could
earn starting salaries of $30,000
to $60,000, depending on their
experience as interns or parttime employees.
Such salaries often exceed
pay for four-year college graduates, forcing students of all abilities to rethink college, said Bob
French, a teacher at Aurora East
High School who supervises the
school's Cisco class.
About half of the students
enrolled in Cisco next fall are
honors, students, French said.
The rest are vocational education students.
"With the building trades
kids, they weren't going to college, and they were making 60 or
70 grand a year, but those guys
really work hard to make lhat
kind of money," French said.
"They're working in the rain and
the snow, under all sorts of conditions.
"These guys aren't going to
work that hard to make that
kind of money. They're going to
work smart instead of hard."
After a college detour,
Antonio Romano believes he,
too, is finally working smarter.

Romano dropped out of the search has been tougher than he
"These guys
engineering program at the expected.
Yet Chuck Forman, who
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign after 3 years. faced some of the same attitudes
aren't going to
Although he was a solid student, after he graduated, eventually
Romano felt college wasn't dazzled employers in the workwork that hard to
teaching him what he needed to place.
know for a career as a computer
He has been a leader at
consultant. He chose to leave Paxzone, a Lakeview-based make that kind of
school and start his own compa- start-up that allows customers
ny, NextGen, a computer con- to pick up missed package delivmoney. They're
sulting firm based in Frankfort eries at local businesses.
that he co-owns with a friend,
Forman was with the comGeorge Sarlas.
pany from its beginning 1" years going to work
This year, at 24, he expects to ago. He designed their Web
make $80,000. He has also page, logo and advertising matesmart instead of
turned to his former school, rial, helped develop the marketSandburg High School in Palos ing and advertising campaign
Hills, to build his staff, sponsor- and created computer programs hard."
ing an internship for a student to keep the business running
who just finished the first two smoothly.
BOB FRENCH
semesters of the Cisco program.
His boss, Matt Schwingel,
High Scbo.1 Twilwr
If the intern passes the Cisco was reluctant to hire someone
certification exam this fall, without a degree. But Forman's 20-year-old just gave notice.
Romano expects'to offer him a past employers raved about him, He's entertaining opportunities
job with a starting salary of and he was impressive in the with companies that would pay
roughly $35,000 a year. In the interview, full of fresh ideas and him $80,000 a year.
future, he hopes to work with an eye-popping portfolio of
Even without college,
other Sandburg graduates.
computer design work.
Forman figures he'll have no
In his new employees, he'll
Schwingel said Forman problem building a career as a
look for a willingness to learn, 'clearly earned his salary. For one
programming and design entrean inherent inquisitiveness and important
meeting
with
a passion for computer worfc—, Airborne Express, he created a preneur.
"I've just always had the 4
not whether tfrey have a college presentation using computermindset that I can do whatever I
degree.
**^ ;
animated designs.
Whether the lack of a college
, "It looked like a $1 million want to do," he said. "I'm not
degree hurts employees remains" presentation," Schwingel said. just some kid who knows
an open question.
"He just brought a willingness to HTML (Hypertext Markup
The information technology jump in and try anything."
Language] and is looking to
industry is obviously hungry for
Forman expects his work at make a buck. I have real ideas
skilled workers—an estimated Paxzone to lead to an even high- that are gong to change the way
843,000 jobs will go unfilled this er-paying job. The freckle-faced people do business."
year,
according
to
the
Information
Technology
Association of America. .But
Cisco has yet to track how mafiy
of its recent high school graduates get jobs right out of school.
some
Bill Kladis, a 17-year-old who
recently
graduated
from
Sandburg, has finished two
semesters of Cisco training and
plans to have his certification by
■W„/ I
Tall
summer's end. He's convinced
Call Today!
Let Staffmark be your guide!
1045 N Mam St.
he has a lot to offer, but the'job
Positions Available
Unit #6

Need
Career
Direction:

a*

Incoming BGSU Students!
When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job .. . A

fedEx
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at S8.50S9.00
$ 50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

8

$

353-9425
352-9145(fax)

Staffmark.
Try Something Different

824 Sixth St.: 2 bedroom unfurnished. Quiet, private parking lot.
FREE gas/water/sewer.
920 E. Woostcr St.: 2 bedroom furnished. Across from Kohl. FREE
gast/water/sewer.

5 Shifts
to Choose
From
♦ Night
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr
♦ Sunrise
(3:OOam to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$9.00/hr
♦ Day
(2:30pm to 6:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Twilight
(7:OOpm to 10:OOpm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload
(3:OOam to 8:OOam)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr

50
to $000

9

We have immediate openings on the
sunrise and twilight shifts

Bowling Green

& CELEBRATE IN A *
NEW APARTMENT *%

Ground

Offers

Manufacturing, Customer Service.
Clerical. Forklift Operator.
Maintenance & General Labor

On-Campus
Thursday,
July 13th
10:00 to 3:00
on the steps of the
EducationBuilding

534 N. Main St.: 2 bedroom unfurnished. One car garage. Washer/dryer
hookup. New carpet and painting.
<\y 131 E. Merry: 2 bedroom unfur) (^ nished. Close to everything.

\y
/ \

E. Merry: 2 bedroom furnished.
T 507
Private parking. FREE water/sewer.

\)

Across from campus
520 E. Reed: 2 bedroom furnished.
Private parking. Across from campus.
FREE water/sewer.
117 1/2 Lehman: 3 bedroom unfurnished located near downtown.

Ground

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy)

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main(our only office)

Call for more information
EtO/AA

1-800-582-3677

352-5620

m$

you've got
questions...

NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977

[Look no further
for NTN Interactive Trivia

p Gamei!]

«iif.i,i;i-imj
«/

■«» We've qot
a answers!

Where great food is
anything hut trivial.

Cinemark Theatres

CINEMA 5 Z»
1234 N. Main SI. 354-0558
"Scary Movie (R)
12:15 2:35 4-)!, 7 30 9:40

Help Wanted

SSS INTERNET GOLD SSS
Ground floor opportunity with an incredible E-commeice business. Unlimited income potential! Intereted?
e-mail inquires to gwulff@aol com

Financial Analysis Intern
Financial Company
needs summer intern
submit resume to
Cheryl@eeekadvertising.com
Mark subject "Financial Intern" stipend

A2G Research now has immediate
openings lor market research interviewers No selling involved' Starting pay $6/hr (S7/hr. after 30 days).
Stop in to apply or call for info
13330 Bishop Rd.. 352-8115 ext. 0

Services Offered

Ihe Technology Support Center
MteV/www.baiu.cdu/officei/iK/fethiupporl/

The BG News reserves the right 10
decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be
defamatory lacking in factual basis.
misleading or false in nature All advertisements are subject to editing and*
approval

n

I-

r

179 Hoye, (fall, 372-0999

Bowling Green

lH@bgnel.bgiu.edu

JTare University

Me, Myself. & Irene
11:55 2:30 5 05 7.10 '0 15

Dr. Dave M.D. Masonry doctor
35 yrs exp specializing in tuck
painting, porch repairs, chimney repairs, etc. Masonry repair of any
kind. 419-727-8076 and 470-2943

Wanted

• The Patriot (R)
12:45 130 8 00

^ Watch Out For
Construction
On Campus

Chicken Run (G)
12:20 2:25 I :
■The Perfect Storm
12:40 4 1C 7 00 J 50
"Sorry No Passes
Admission S5 25 Matinees S3 25

X-Men
Special Event

Female mite, needed tor 2 bdrm.
apt. Close to campus, tidy, responsible. For info call 352-9693
Female Rmte. needed tor Aug or
Sept 2000 through Aug 2001. Own
Room. S200/mo., close to campus.
Please call 353-3055.
Looking lor a female roommale, 3
bedroom, Campbell Hill Apis Aug. Dec., or full year. Call Lauren al
(3301699-1158
Subleasers needed. 2 bdrm apt. air.
cond. $575 mo. start Aug. 1. 507 E.
Merry #6. 354-0245.

Thursday, 12-2pm
Help Wanted

•Free ticket rattles
•10% OFF X-Men
titles at Ground
Zero Comics

Apparel Merchandising
Fashion
Retail
Start up needs summer intern
or full time. Stipend/salary
Submit resume to
CherylQeeekadvertising.com

X-Men the Movie
Opens Friday

Now hiring telephone order clerks
for both shifts 9am-2pm or 5pm9pm $6 hr. & commission. 2 blocks
from campus. 353-8705, Matt.

Start up needs summer intern or
full-time
Stipend/Salary
Submit resume to:
Cheryl @ eeekadvertising com
Mark subject "Business Plan"

Organist-Pianist Needed
Pemberville United Methodist
Church. 205 Perry St Pemberville,
OH Sunday morning service 11-12
noon Mon. night choir practice
starts Fall 7.30-8:30pm. Please contact Cindy 287-4020.

Confidential Eating
Disorder Support Group
Women at all stages of recovery
Group support & encouragement
Confidential interactive discussions
Every Wednesday 7-8:30pm
Wellness Connection
170 Health Center
Student Health Service
Judy Miller, 372-7425
for more info

Part or full-time sorters or cleaners
$7.50 hr. Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St

The B<j News will not knowingly accept
advertisements thai discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
ut, color, cited, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status
as a veteran, ot on the basis of any other
legally protected status

than Kaufman's Steakhouse

f-yp

Help Wanted

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
overtime hours, around your college
and personal schedule, work a minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus overtime Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging
of small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00 AM and
5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,. INC 428 Clough St.. Bowling Green, OH, only 2 blocks from
campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.
JOB OPENING
Perrysburg Heights
Boys and Girts Club
INSTRUCTOR
Education-Activity Center/Art
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Planning & implementing programs
& games - running tournaments &
contests - display & bulletin boards.
QUALIFICATIONS
College background preferred
Expenence working with youth
Some background in board games
IF INTERESTED CONTACT:
Willie Williams al
Perrysburg Heighls
Boys and Girls Club
PHONE: 874-4529
Tuesday - Friday 12:00 - 600

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST/VARIOUS DUTIES M/Th 5-9, Sat 9-3.
S6 50/hour Possible study time.
Great Lakes Ford 353-5271, Ask for
Kathy
TEACHERS
One Spanish (7 12), One French (712), Certified Teachers, send resume to: Fremont City Schools,
Attn: Diane Kershaw
1220 Cedar St.. Fremont. OH 43420
(419)332-6454.

For Sale
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo at 19.9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558

For Rent
" 1 & 2 bdrm. apts. low as $355 "
Rooms lor male students $210 mo.
Call 353-0325
1 & 2 bedroom furnished apartments
9& 12 month leases
352-7454
310 E, Merry. 1 room avail, $227.50,
on-site laundry. Available Aug,
2000 3730038.
Available Aug 1. 3 bedroom apt
Close to BGSU $550 mo & dep Yr
lease required. Call 686-4651.
Rooms tor grads - $225 & $265
plus util & 1 bdrm. upper apt. $435
plus util. in 100 yr. old historic
house. Loads of character. 3530153 or 352 9925

www.cinemark.com

The Technology Infrastructure Project ■ Building an Electronic Community

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Bridging the gap
U

Faculty and staff at Firelands College,

Firelands campus, and those same

BGSU's regional college in Huron, expect

students will gain expanded access to

the new technology infrastructure to

library and other learning resources both

bring the two campuses closer together.

at Bowling Green and worldwide, he said.

^j^p^_

Firelands Dean

|^H William Balzer called
M the coming improve™ .,.

«e»f

on-campus mailboxes, Balzer said. A flier,
for example, could then be "mailed" as a

way of bridging that

digital picture that students would

60-mile gap" for

receive along with their email, he

to benefit, he said, is the Firelands
community of Erie, Huron and Ottawa
counties.
The new infrastructure will provide

Scheduled to open in the rail of
2002—about a year after the new
infrastructure is fully operational—is the
Cedar Point Center at Firelands College.
This new academic building is designed
to leverage the advantages of the

instruction between the Huron and

infrastructure, the dean said.lt will allow

Bowling Green campuses, as well as

Firelands to expand traditional credit

"desktop-to-desktop meetings" between

course offerings and non-credit work-

faculty and staff at the two sites, Balzer

shops and seminars for business and

said.These virtual "face-to-face" meetings

industry, and use distance education

will help build community through

options made possible by the infrastruc-

increased communication and collabora-

ture to expand educational opportunities

tion, which is currently limited by the

for the Firelands community, he said.

"Distance advising" by Bowling Green

.

SirlOin Steak
-WEDNESDAYcmihcd Angus Ben stuffed Pork Chop
C

• TUESDAYVr C,« I,

Swiss steak

•THURSDAY-

^^^

* # I've long argued
that the best eatery
between Toledo
and Columbus
is _f

Cnicken

<m

m

1628 EAST WOOSTER-BOWUNG GRf f N-354-2535

explained.

the opportunity for interactive video

travel time between the two campuses.

■

of whom are commuters and don't have

communications'^

staff. Also standing

•*15i»'~-

"digital mailboxes" for their students, all

ments in electronic

I students, faculty, and
William Balrei

Firelands officials also hope to create

• MONDAY-

May 14.19M
the lolpdo Blade Rnlauiwt OitK

Look for weekly project updates in
'The BG News."Construction updates are

campus faculty will become a possibility

available via the BGsupernet hotline (2-

for Firelands students enrolled in four-

0500) and on the Web at

year degree programs offered at the

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernct.

BGSU

GET TO THE
POINT!!

(^HIGHLAND"
MANAGEMENT
I30 E Washington Street. Bowling Ui

354-6036
9a.m.-Sp.m.

Graduate Student Housing

Take a virtual tour at:
www.highland mgmt.com

Saturday July 15, 2000
Transportation and Park Admission only $30.00
sign-up in the Office of Campus Involvement
(240 South Hall)
sign-up now thru July 13 by 5:00pm. Cash,
check or bursar accepted. Depart from Hanna
parking lot at 8:00am & return at 11:00pm
Sponsored by Office of Campus Involvment
Summer Programs
for more information contact 372-2343

Jav-Mar Apartments
803-8158thSt.
2 bedroom Apts.
S450-S550/mo.
12 mo. lease

The Highlands

220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry focttles
m bldg., a/c, quiet.
From $3vS/mo.
The Homestead Graduate Housing
I30E. Washington
One and two bedroom A/c,
on-sfle laundry, ceramic tie,
soundproof construction skylghrs
dshwashers, vaulted celingj
From $455/mp.

